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1: Monster's Ball () - Rotten Tomatoes
Monster's Ball is a American drama film directed by Marc Forster, written by Milo Addica and Will Rokos as an original
screenplay, and starring Billy Bob Thornton, Halle Berry, Heath Ledger, Peter Boyle, Sean Combs, and Mos Def.

Check out some of the lesser known facts behind the making of this movie. Not everyoneâ€¦but quite a few.
But many of the women had a problem with the sex scene. I mean, Meryl Streep won Oscars without all that.
In fact, she said she cried when Berry mentioned her in her acceptance speech. Of course I want one, too. I
would love to have an Oscar. But it has to be for something I can sleep with at night. In a interview with
People , Daniels said that they just thought Berry was too beautiful to play this plagued woman. But Berry
also had to convince Marc Forster, the director. Berry told Cranky Critic: The wonderful thing about Marc is
that he had a very clear vision about this movie and the story he wanted to tell. The vision of Leticia he had
just was not me. So how did she eventually convince him? I just wanted a chance to sit in the room and tell
him who I thought she was. My take on the movie. How I thought I could breathe life into her. I wanted a
chance to tell him all these things that were brewing inside of me and I finally got that chance. And then I met
with him a couple of times and then the producer and then Billy Bob until they just gave in. Lionsgate The Sex
Scene The sex scene was a huge point of contention for the other actresses. And even for fans today who still
discuss the film. But Berry felt it was integral to the plot. She told an interviewer before the film was released:
They are clearly polar opposites. One was clearly done for shock value and gratuitous and one is the pivotal
vital part of the movie. But I think we approached the scene like every other scene that had heavy strong
subject matter. From the abuse of the child to the use of the racial slurs, we dealt with it in the same way. To
be true to it to be honest to it. Do those uncomfortable things that sometimes do and feel too risky to say. We
just opted at every scene to go ahead and do it. Even though Berry had made peace with the scene, she still
had to run it past her husband, at the time, Eric Benet. Berry arranged for the film to be screened privately at
her home. This is how she said Benet took it. When he saw it it was a different deal. It was tough, but not
tougher than when I had to abuse my over weight son. No tougher than that. That was probably tougher than
the love scene. In addition to losing his father to the penal system, he struggled with his weight and then
eventually was struck and killed by a car. Berry recalled the incident in an interview: But he is very much
alive, has an account on Facebook and a son. But in many ways his execution is the catalyst for the rest of the
action in the film. The role had to go to the right person. Hollywood greats like Don Cheadle and Jeffrey
Wright were considered for the part. But he wanted to go the Indie route. But his acting coach told him that he
needed to fight and use his resources to get the part. And nobody would give you that chance? Just give me a
chance. I got to read for the part the next day and they gave me the part. The film was re-released a few
months later in
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2: Monsterâ€™s Ball â€“ Grand Rapidâ€™s LARGEST Halloween Party. â€“ Grand Rapidâ€™s LARGEST
Set in the Southern United States, 'Monster's Ball' is a tale of a racist white man, Hank, who falls in love with a black
woman named Leticia. Ironically Hank is a prison guard working on Death Row who executed Leticia's husband.

Plot[ edit ] Hank Grotowski, a widower , and his son, Sonny, are correctional officers in a prison in Georgia.
The proceedings prove too much for Sonny, who, as he is leading Lawrence to the electric chair , vomits, and
then collapses. After Hank attacks Sonny in his bed and orders him to leave the house, Sonny grabs a revolver
from under his pillow and holds his father at gunpoint. Sonny asks his father if he hates him. After his father
calmly confirms that he does, and always has, Sonny responds, "Well I always loved you," and then shoots
himself in the chest, dying instantly. Hank buries Sonny in the back garden with an abbreviated funeral
because, as Buck comments, "He was weak. He purchases a local gas station in an attempt to find common
ground with his father, and to provide a diversion in his retirement. She abusively berates the boy, regarding
his obesity. Along with her domestic problems, Leticia struggles financially, leading to the loss of the family
car; as well as an eviction notice on her house. In desperate need of money, Leticia takes a job at a diner,
frequented by Hank. One rainy night, Leticia and Tyrell are walking down a soaked highway, when Tyrell is
struck by a car. Hank happens to be driving along and sees the two. After some hesitation, Hank drives them
to a hospital, where Tyrell dies upon arrival. At the suggestion of the authorities at the hospital, Hank drives
Leticia home. A few days later, Hank gives Leticia another ride home from the diner. They begin talking in
the car about their common losses, and she invites him in. They drown their grief with alcohol and have sex.
She meets Buck, who berates her and implies that Hank is only involved with her because he enjoys sex with
black women. Leticia, affected by the remarks, refuses to interact with Hank. Leticia is evicted from her home
for non-payment of rent, and Hank invites her to move in with him. She is upset, but is there waiting for him
when he returns from town with ice cream. The film ends with the two of them eating ice cream together on
the back porch, content with each other.
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Background[ edit ] The original and the revised shows began with a club remix of " Dance in the Dark ". In
the original show left , Gaga appeared behind scrim lighting, while the revised show right presented a New
York night scene. Starring Lady Gaga and Kanye West ". It was originally planned to debut in London in early
, but ended up kicking off on November 27, , in Montreal. In an interview with Rolling Stone , Gaga explained
that she wanted to put together an expensive looking, beautiful show which would be affordable for her fans.
According to her, the design of the show was innovative and forward in terms of creativeness. Gaga wanted to
change the shape of the stage and designed one with Haus of Gaga that was "essentially a frame with forced
perspective, and the frame is put inside the stage. While developing the tour Gaga spoke about original sin and
demons inside human beings; [13] "So we talked about growth, and that led us into this kind of scientific
space, and we started talking about evolution and the evolution of humanity and how we begin as one thing,
and we become another. Later, she said that Fame Kills was "the great lost tour", but confirmed that some of
the elements of it were incorporated into The Monster Ball. And the stage that I designed with the Haus [of
Gaga] is a giant cube that sits. Imagine you were to hollow out a TV and just break the fourth wall on a TV
screen. It forces you to look at the center of the TV. She had a different vision for it in the beginning. Dada
thought that Gaga should wear her hair braided, which Gaga had never done before. In December , Gaga
revealed that she planned to cancel the concept of the original shows of The Monster Ball Tour and start
afresh. Gaga recalled that after West and she split up for this tour, she was unsure if she could get a show
together in time, but nevertheless wanted to promote The Fame Monster. Hence she was able to put together
"something that, in truth, I never would have done if I had a longer amount of time". One thing that has been
lost over the past years, in pop music, is the idea of showbiz. And this is definitely going to bring that back",
clarified Gaga. She said that the show was constructed like a piece of musical theater. It also incorporated a
number of contemporary and old musical pieces , some of them being re-recorded specifically for the show
itself. It had a New York theme at its core; telling a story where Gaga and her friends traveled to the Monster
Ball, but got lost. Beginning behind a giant, green, laser lit video screen featuring scrim lights , Gaga appeared
in a bulb-covered futuristic silver jeweled jumpsuit [19] with matching eye makeup and mask and sang "
Dance in the Dark " as dancers, dressed in white balaclavas and white jumpsuits, moved around her. She
started performing " LoveGame ", which ended with Gaga pointing towards her groin. After stripping down to
a silver bodysuit she performed " Alejandro ", and was carried by her crotch by one of her male dancers, and
later lowered onto another one of them. Gaga then started performing the song " Speechless " on piano, and
continued with an acoustic version of " Poker Face ". This segment was followed by the performance of
"Fashion" and "The Fame", during which Gaga wore a gold Egyptian styled crown and matching body suit,
[20] compared to the garment of a viking. Gaga was perched atop a railing and from each of her braids, a
dancer was attached on the stage. A backdrop of stars were shown during the performance. This was followed
by " Eh, Eh Nothing Else I Can Say " as she descended from the topâ€”which signified her rebirthâ€”amidst
white lights and mechanical fog. After revisions, the show was divided into four sections: City, Subway,
Forest, Monster Ball and concluded with an encore. It began with a projected video onto a curtainâ€”which
contained images of Gaga smoking a cigaretteâ€”while a club remix of "Dance in the Dark" played. Once the
curtain was removed and the chorus reached, the New York cityscape and neon lights were revealed. Gaga
then performed " Beautiful, Dirty, Rich " while scaling various pieces of scaffolding [17] and subsequently
"The Fame" where she rose from beneath the stage and played her keytar Emma, wearing a giant red cape.
Gaga and her friends then continue down the Glitter Way, and soon they run into an angel, who plays a tune
that summons a twister, taking them closer to the Monster Ball, but landing them in a strange place that they
did not know. She then states that the thing she hates more than money is the truth and performs "Teeth",
while introducing her band. She starts singing "Alejandro" while jumping into the fountain and singing, as
blood pours over her. On the revamped show, Gaga was covered in fake blood for the performance of " Teeth
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" right. The original version of the tour was acclaimed by critics. Jane Stevenson from Toronto Sun gave the
concert four out of five stars and said that Lady Gaga came across as a "confident, colourful, and campy
performer. Every song feels like a hit, and Gaga-as-star is already taking on Madonna-like proportions. The
more her image gets around, the better Lady Gaga does. The revamped concerts were also met with critical
acclaim. For every coat made of Kermit the Frog dolls or headdresses that covered her face in red lace, there
was a stomping disco anthem or tender piano ballad to match. That back and forth is the centerpiece of her
Monster Ball Tour. Semon was appreciative of the show, calling it "an out-of-this-world blast and
end-of-the-world blow-out that must be seen to be believed. Miller from The Enterprise was impressed with
the show, saying that the music was somewhere between industrial disco and house music with a rock edge,
but "always danceable". She brought spectacle and backed it up with soul. As soon as the dates for the show
were announced, there was high demand for tickets. In Los Angeles, to ensure that concert goers had the best
possible access to tickets, a second performance was announced prior to the onsale of the first shows, and both
Staples Center concerts were completely sold out. The tour continued its presence in the Atlanta market on
April 18, , where she performed to 10, people at the Arena at Gwinnett Center. At Madison Square Garden
Both the performances of " Bad Romance " on the original left and the revamped right shows featured a giant
gyroscope. It ended with another black-and-white backstage scene where Gaga and her backup singers
perform " Born This Way " a capella. The special was nominated for five honors at the 63rd Primetime Emmy
Awards: It does not represent all concerts for the duration of the tour.
4: Monsters Ball Full Movie in High Quality p - Video Dailymotion
The Monster Ball Tour was the second worldwide concert tour by American singer Lady www.enganchecubano.com in
support of her extended play The Fame Monster () and comprising a set list of songs from that and her debut album The
Fame (), the tour visited arenas and stadiums from through

5: The Monster Ball Tour - Wikipedia
MONSTER'S BALL is a hard-hitting Southern drama tempered by a story of powerful life-changing love. It is the story of
Hank (Academy Award winner, Billy Bob Thornton), an embittered prison guard working on Death Row who begins an
unlikely but emotionally charged affair with Leticia (Academy Award winner, Halle Berry), the wife of a man under his
watch on The Row.

6: Watch Monster's Ball Online Free - Movies
Mix - BUTCHER BABIES - Monsters Ball (OFFICIAL VIDEO) YouTube BUTCHER BABIES - Dead Man Walking
(OFFICIAL ALBUM STREAM) - Duration: Century Media Records 2,, views.

7: Monster's Ball () - Movie | Moviefone
("Monster's Ball" is an old English term for a condemned man's last night on earth.) At first, Hank and Leticia do not
realize the connection they have through the condemned man. For another movie that would be enough plot.

8: â€ŽLady Gaga Presents: The Monster Ball Tour At Madison Square Garden on iTunes
Monster's Ball is the story of a poor Southern woman, played by Halle Berry, who falls in love with a prison guard,
played by Billy Bob Thornton, after her husband has been executed. In the movie, Berry and her co-star shared a
steamy sex scene that has been embedded in the minds of many viewers for years.

9: Monster's Ball () - IMDb
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A film this emotional, and working in every way, is extremely hard to come by these days, because filmmakers usually
do not pay close enough attention to the little details in creation a true.
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